Sports MONITOR

Key Questions for the Road Ahead
After more than three months on the sidelines due to COVID-19, the sports
industry is facing big questions as it nears a return.
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Are sports fans excited about a potential return of professional and college sports?
More than four out of five sports fans expect to be
equally or more engaged with sports upon its return.
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2 Yes!

36%

of sports fans expect to be more
engaged with sports when they
return

18%

of sports fans expect to be less
engaged with sports when they
return

46%

But...

Most sports fans are willing to be patient if it means a
safer environment for athletes and employees.
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23%

21%

of sports fans agree, “I’m willing to wait longer for sports to return if doing so
means athletes and team employees are assuming less risk to their
health.”

23%

of sports fans agree, “I don’t believe sports should return unless athletes and
team employees are assured that their health will not be endangered.”

21%

of sports fans agree, “I want sports to return as soon as possible even if doing
so means athletes and team employees are exposed to some health risks.”

of sports fans expect no changes
in their engagement

Are sports fans concerned about the safety of live sporting events?
Sports fans view live events without crowd
controls as the riskiest activity (of 10); they see
crowd-controlled games as being less risky – but
more view it as unsafe than safe.
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Going to a sporting event or other
live event without any crowd control
measures
Extremely/somewhat unsafe
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But...

As COVID-19 has progressed, concerns about personal
health have eased – and should continue if the severity
of COVID-19 continues to decline.

I am extremely or
somewhat worried about
my personal health due
to the coronavirus

Going to a sporting event or other
live event that limits capacity to
ensure social distancing

67%

Sports fans:
April 23-29

Extremely unsafe/somewhat unsafe

56%

Sports fans:
June 8-14

Are sports fans able or willing to spend their disposable income on sports?
Sports fans are weathering the financial crisis well
thus far, and are more likely to have treated
themselves during the pandemic.

But...

Still, most sports fans don’t expect they’ll be able to
afford to attend a sporting event – particularly among
those with a HHI under $75k/year.
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I am in control
of my financial
future
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23%

13%

I have spent more than $250 on
something as a treat for myself
since the pandemic began.

61%

of sports fans agree, “I don't
expect I'll be able to afford to go to
a sporting event anytime soon”

71%

compared to 71% of sports fans
with a household income
>$75,000/year

Kantar Sports MONITOR is a syndicated insights service for brands seeking a deeper, more human connection with modern sports fans and
participants. Contact Ryan.McConnell@kantar.com, Head of Sports MONITOR, if you’re interested in learning more.
Survey details: Among 3,000 U.S respondents ages 12+, nationally representative; fielded June 8-14, 2020
“Sports fans” = respondents who indicate they either strongly or somewhat agree with the statement, “I consider myself to be a sports fan.”

